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Abstract: A WSN is made of one or numerous distant sinks and numerous minute, low-power sensors, apiece equipped with 

actuators, sensing devices, and wireless transmitters and receivers. Sensors are generally power-driven by smaller batteries. The 

sink is normally static and located outside the network. This results in the increase of the communication distance between the 

faraway cluster heads from the sink. These spent higher energies than those located close to sink. In order to balance the energy, 

this paper displays various clustering approaches that make the use of the mobile sink to collect data from the cluster heads.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The growth of wireless skills and micro-sensing MEMS has activated the accomplishment of wireless sensor networks (WSNs). A 

WSN is made of one or numerous distant sinks and numerous minute, low-power sensors, apiece equipped with actuators, sensing 

devices, and wireless transmitters and receivers [9]. These sensors are immensely positioned in a region of interest (ROI) to 

uninterruptedly gather and report nearby information. WSNs propose a suitable manner to observe bodily surroundings. Numerous 

uses such as object tracking, fitness nursing, safety investigation, and intelligent transport have been offered by them. 

A WSN is typically positioned with stationary sensors to achieve observing tasks [10]. Though, owing to the changing aspects of 

happenings or surroundings, a purely stationary WSN could face these tasks:  

(1) Sensors are frequently dispersed in an ROI by airplanes or machines. These arbitrarily distributed sensors could not promise 

whole reportage of the ROI and may be divided into detached associate networks. The presence of hindrances could even deteriorate 

the issue.  

(2) Sensors are generally power-driven by batteries. As few sensors finish their energy, holes can be generated and the network 

could be fragmented. But, in several situations, it is rather tough to renew sensors or redistribute nodes.  

(3) A WSN may want to upkeep numerous assignments or have numerous kinds of sensors. From time to time, users may require 

distributing a definite kind of sensors to precise positions to upkeep specific requirements. Devoid of movement, this is tough to 

accomplish.  

(4) Whereas maximum efforts undertake that sensors are inexpensive, some kinds of sensors may be costly. Dispatching of those 

costly ones from positions to positions may be essential. 

By presenting movement to a WSN, one can improve its ability to handle the above difficulties. This paper shows various approaches 

for data collection in WSN that makes the use of the moving sinks in chapter 2. Finally, chapter 3 concludes the paper.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this paper [1], the authors suggest two structures for information collecting in WSNs: (i) Mobile Sink travels on arbitrary routes 

in the network (RMS) and (ii) the route of Mobile Sink is clear (DMS). In both the structures, the network area is rationally separated 

into minor squares. The epicenter of the respective separated region is the stopover position of the MS. The authors present three 

linear programming centered prototypes: (i) to capitalize on network lifespan, (ii) to diminish path loss, in addition (iii) to decrease 

end to end delay. Furthermore, an arithmetical prototype is suggested to evade redundancy while gathering info from the network 

nodes. Simulation outcomes demonstrate that the suggested systems achieve improved result than the particular present systems in 

terms of the particular performance metrics. 
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In this paper [2], the authors study the clustering method by cooperatively bearing in mind the Route formation for the mobile sink 

and Clustering Problem (RCP) for stationary sensor nodes. They resolve the RCP difficulty by means of the smallest travel path 

clustering method, which smears the least travel path of the moveable sink to monitor the clustering procedure. They frame the RCP 

problem as an Integer Non-Linear Programming (INLP) problem to reduce the travel path of the moveable sink underneath three 

limitations: the communiqué hops limitation, the travel path limitation, and the loop evasion limitation. They then suggest an 

Imprecise Induction Algorithm (IIA) centered on the stuff that the answer with a lesser hop count is realizable than that with a big 

hop count. The IIA procedure comprises three procedures: setting travel path development with a Traveling Salesman Problem 

(TSP) procedure, converting the cluster head to a cluster associate and altering the cluster associate to a cluster head. Broad 

investigational outcomes demonstrate that the IIA procedure could spontaneously modify cluster heads conferring to the maximum 

hops factor and design a smaller travel path for the moveable sink. Associated with the Shortest Path Tree-based Data-Gathering 

Algorithm (SPT-DGA), the IIA procedure has the features of smaller path measurement, lesser cluster head tally, and quicker 

convergence rate. 

A new tree-based power saving system is suggested in this paper [3] to lessen the energy depletion in wireless sensor networks with 

moveable sink. The authors offer a dynamic categorization procedure to generate a three-cluster routing arrangement for the sensor 

nodes. The imperative objective of this structure is to decrease the information communication distances of the sensor nodes by 

using the tree construction and multi-hop theories. Centered on the position of the moveable sink, the distances among the sensor 

nodes, and the remaining energy of apiece sensor node, the suggested system creates an effective verdict for making the routing 

arrangement. The energy depletion is decreased and the lifespan is prolonged for the sensor nodes by balancing the network load. 

Simulation outcomes validate the greater performance of their suggested system and its capability to proliferate the suitable 

performance in the energy depletion, network lifespan, throughput, and communication overhead.  

In this paper [4], the authors suggest an effective procedure for selection of the rendezvous points (RPs) for the proficient strategy 

of moveable sink route in delay-unavoidable uses of wireless sensor networks. Rendezvous points are the positions in the network 

where the moveable sink stops and gathers information from the neighboring sensor nodes. The procedure is centered on a virtual 

route and least spanning tree and is revealed to capitalize on network lifespan. They make widespread simulations on the suggested 

procedure and associate outcomes with the present procedures to validate the effectiveness of the suggested procedure of several 

performance metrics. 

In this paper [5], a tough and energy effective solitary moveable sink based WSN information collecting procedure is suggested. 

Contrasting to prevailing methods, an improved central clustering prototype is established based on expectation-maximization 

(EEM) concept. Additionally, it is supported by means of an ideal cluster count approximation method that guarantees that the 

quantity of clusters in the network area doesn’t present undesirable energy depletion. In the interim, the relative distance between 

the sensor node and cluster head besides moveable sink is used to make communication (route) verdict. Outcomes display that the 

suggested EEM based clustering with optimum cluster selection and optimum dynamic communication verdict permits advanced 

throughput, fast information collecting, least delay and energy depletion, and greater competence.  

In this paper [6], the authors suggested rendezvous-based routing procedure, which generates a rendezvous area in the mid of the 

network and builds a tree inside that area. There are two dissimilar styles of information communication in the suggested procedure. 

In Method 1, the tree is focused in the direction of the sink and the source node communicates the information to the sink via this 

tree, while in Method 2, the sink conveys its position to the tree, and the source node acquires the sink's position from the tree and 

communicates the information straight to the sink. The suggested procedure is authenticated through testing and associated with the 

current procedures by means of some metrics such as packet delivery ratio, energy depletion, end-to-end latency, network lifespan. 

In this study [7], the authors associate two approaches, the cluster-head voting procedure, and the Mobile Sink route optimization 

procedure, to suggest the ideal Mobile Sink movement plan. This reading targets to deliver a closed operating cycle for WSNs, by 

which the energy depletion is minimized and lifespan of a WSN is maximized through the cluster voting and information collecting 

phases. Also, the flexible MS movement situations attain both a stretched network lifespan and an optimum MS schedule. The 

simulation outcomes validate that their suggested procedure attains improved performance than other famous procedures. 

In this paper [8], the energy depletion of nodes, afore clustering, is measured to decide the ideal cluster size. A two-stage Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) is used to decide the optimum interval of cluster size and descend the precise cost from the interval. Additionally, 

the energy hole is an intrinsic issue, which causes a significant reduction in the network’s life. This issue curtails from the 

asynchronous energy depletion of nodes positioned in dissimilar layers of the network. For this cause, the authors suggest Circular 

Motion of Mobile-Sink with Varied Velocity Algorithm (CM2SV2) to steady the energy depletion proportion of cluster heads (CH). 

Conferring to the outcomes, these policies could mostly upsurge the network’s lifespan by lessening the energy depletion of sensors 

and balancing the energy depletion amid CHs. 

The clustering procedures for WSNs with a stationary sink often suffers from irregular energy depletion issues, where cluster heads 

(CHs) further away from sink ingest extra energy in a single hop communiqué, with the CHS transmitting its information straight 

to the sink. To resolve such issues, the authors in [11] suggest a Distributed Energy-efficient Clustering Algorithm for moving-sink 

centered WSNs, where the sink travels about the target zone with a static route and velocity. The suggested clustering procedure 

binds individual sensor node with a CH by means of single or multi-hop communiqué, where a CH conveys its information packet 

to the sink once distance among them is least. Consequently, the precise movement of the sink around the network aids in matching 

the energy depletion of the sensor networks. The investigational outcomes prove the competence of their suggested procedure over 

the present state-of-the-art procedures in terms of dissimilar metrics like network lifespan, energy depletion, etc. 
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CONCLUSION  
This paper presents a brief survey of the studies related to collection of the information from the cluster heads via mobile sink 

approach.  These studies suggest that wireless sensor network with mobile sink performs better as compared to the network with 

the static sink. The authors in the “Distributed Energy-efficient Clustering Algorithm for mobile-sink based wireless sensor 

networks” have focused on the constant movement of the sink around the network. All the cluster heads forward data to the sink 

when the distance between them is minimal. However, the constant movement of the sink might lead to the lesser communication 

time between the head and the sink resulting in the link breakage. In future, we would like to enhance this scheme for better 

performance of the network.   
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